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Abstract:

Global to local environmental policy-making is increasingly evidenced-based. Knowledge exchange (KE) is increasingly used by environmental scientists and policymakers, to deliver evidence-based policy and practice. This study presents the output from the KE research project within the China-UK Critical Zone (CZ) programme in China from 2016 to 2018, focussing on understanding: (i) the key issues of environmental management Chinese leaders and farmers face that our research can inform; (ii) the current ways in which they learn from scientists and their learning preference. To achieve this, surveys and interviews were conducted in two CZ research areas, from which we were able to assess stakeholders’ preference for the types of KE practice.

This research showed that there was a need to create more communication opportunities for the local farmers and officials (from farm to county scale of governance) with scientists to improve their understanding of the landscapes they live in. This understanding allowed the development of a conceptual model of the science-policy-practice interface, and helped to understand how scientists can better engage with stakeholders to share knowledge more efficiently. Thus, suggestions are made for how KE can be implemented to ensure the underpinning CZ science research informs better the most challenging environmental and farming issues: i) how to improve water availability and quality; ii) how to reduce soil loss and enhance soil quality and iii) how to avoid unnecessary use of fertiliser.

This is a non-peer reviewed report published at EarthArXiv.
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Executive summary

This report presents the output from the Knowledge Exchange research project within the China-UK Critical Zone (CZ) programme in China from 2016 to 2018, co-funded by NERC (UK) and NCSF (China). The project focused on understanding: (i) the current ways in which Chinese leaders, farmers and residents learn from scientists; (ii) their preference for learning and training; (iii) the key issues of environmental change and management they face that our research can inform. With such understanding the current and future research projects can better target local evidence-based policy for environmental management. To achieve this, surveys and interviews were conducted in two CZ research areas (the karst landscape in Guizhou and the red soils in Jiangxi), within which three of the projects of the China-UK CZ programme are based.

By doing this research (and that of the core science-based research) we now understand that KE (two-way knowledge sharing that informs project design) was and is not currently possible in the same manner as other NERC research activities. This is due to the following. First, the nature of the funding call (short timelines for submission) required the design of a research programme at the time of submission that had a high chance of success, and so activity was planned and structured with no time for stakeholder consultations prior to application to modify the research aims. Second, this KE research has revealed that the channels of communication with stakeholders is challenging for foreign research teams and would limit our likelihood of designing two-way KE at the proposal stage. These communication channels need to be understood and accessed via strong, well-connected Chinese research partners to facilitate two-way KE. Thus, the recommendations of this report are probably more tailored to ensuring effective knowledge transfer of the existing NERC- and NCSF-funded research outputs to stakeholders. In doing this, relationships will be built and communication channels established that allow future research building on this CZ Programme investment to effectively engage in KE in China.

Our research revealed that there was an urgent need to create more communication opportunities for the local stakeholders (farmers and officials from farm to county scale of governance) with scientists to improve their understanding about the landscapes they live and work in and to better engage in our CZ research. This was clearly expressed by the surveyed farmers, who would like to know more about what our scientists had been doing in their land and what had been found after many years research. The need for scientific communication and training was also supported by the survey results, which identified that these farmers were less educated and had limited understanding about the environment, and that insufficient training had been provided (Appendix Question Areas 1 & 3).

In terms of environmental topics, water source (quantity and quality) was of great relevance to farmers in both counties, while for the village/town leaders in Yujiang (red soil research area) soil-
related issues (declining soil quality or soil loss) was a higher priority for their farmers (Table 1). In addition, farmers in both areas stated that buying fertiliser was the most expensive part of farming. Therefore, in order to best inform local farmers of good farming practice, sharing findings and understanding from our NERC NCSF research on the following topics is strongly recommended: i) how to improve water availability and quality; ii) how to reduce soil loss and enhance soil quality and; iii) how to avoid unnecessary use of fertiliser. It is also strongly recommended that local farmers and officials are taught more about how their activities impact on their local landscape.

Table 1 Important topics identified by local farmers and leaders in the karst and red soil landscapes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CZ research area (county)</th>
<th>Farming challenges (by village/town leaders)</th>
<th>Farming challenges (by farmers)</th>
<th>Most expensive part of farming (by farmers)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Karst (Puding)</td>
<td>Earning an income (63-79%)</td>
<td>Lack of labour (45%)</td>
<td>Fertiliser (78%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Water-related issues (25-42%)</td>
<td>Water source (28%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Soil-related issues (25-33%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Soil (Yujiang)</td>
<td>Soil-related issues (75%)</td>
<td>Water source (34%)</td>
<td>Fertiliser (88%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Water-related issues (25-50%)</td>
<td>Technology (15%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Earning an income (25-38%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We explored how scientists can get involved better with local farmers and officials to share knowledge efficiently, and what the appropriate methods are to deliver KT and KE in the local context. This was done by 1) developing conceptual models of the science-policy-practice interfaces (Figure 1 in Section 2 Science-policy-practice interface) and 2) assessing the preference of farmers, residents and leaders for the types of KE practice that can best support their learning (Section 3 KE preference).

The analysis of the science-policy-practice interface shows that it would be more effective to inform policy-making by connecting and interacting with the higher level of governance – national and provincial leaders, as they make political decisions. Thus, where possible, our scientists are recommended to build such active engagement. The leaders from relatively more local governance levels, particularly towns and villages, are the main points of contact who interact and communicate with local farmers in person. While they do not possess the right to make policies, it is important to inform them about the preferred and most effective ways to share knowledge with their farmers, so they can do this from a position of greater knowledge.

Apart from engagement with high level officials, there are two main links where researchers can deliver KE to local communities. First, the local governance leaders (particularly town to village level) need more science and technical support from the research community to deliver guidance for better farming and environmental protection; evidence of such support is currently lacking. Second, while training from researchers is sometimes provided to the local farmers, this often relies on the county level government to organise training courses and thus direct knowledge sharing between
researchers and farmers, and local scale leaders (village and town) is very limited and needs to be improved.

On-site farm visits were the learning method favoured by the majority of farmers in both areas (almost all in Yujiang) (Table 2). This was followed by learning via training courses. In addition, both farmers and leaders were highly-supportive of the need for more demonstration farms to show examples of good farming practice. Research institutes, local government, larger, more established farms and agrotech officers provide a key role in promoting the use of demonstration farms for successful KE. Furthermore, to better balance limited time and training sources with farmers’ opportunities to learn, it may be worth trying to engage more with agrotech officials (in both counties) and agricultural technicians in the local government-supported farming industries (at this stage we only know there are agricultural technicians working in the farming industries in Puding). These people have a better education and farming knowledge than most farmers, and their employment remit is to share knowledge and provide training to farmers. This can help improve the accuracy of knowledge and delivery of fair training opportunities - addressing concerns raised by the surveyed town/village leaders.

### Table 2 Learning preferences of farmers and county leaders in Puding and Yujiang

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CZ research area (county)</th>
<th>Learning preference (of farmers)</th>
<th>Learning preference (of county leaders)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Karst (Puding)</td>
<td>Farm visiting (60%)</td>
<td>Training course (62%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Training course (30%)</td>
<td>Working with scientists (46%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Written instruction (8%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poster/picture book (4%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Soil (Yujiang)</td>
<td>Farm visiting (96%)</td>
<td>No data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Training course (43%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poster/picture book (35%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Written instruction (28%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The detailed results (in the Appendix) in this report provide valuable information to underpin the design of future KE delivery and associated outputs, and to enable a more effective engagement with the appropriate stakeholder communities. This report also provides a clear framework for where KT activities are best tailored to share the science gained in the current China-UK CZO programme. Specific additional suggestions, from the KE understanding generated by our research, are provided for the existing pathway to impacts (PtI) of each CZ project (Table 3 in section 4). Note that as the five projects are approaching the end of current project life time for the UK teams, these additional suggestions would be suitable for the Chinese teams to implement in year 4 with the help of the UK teams or formally together should there be phase 2. In addition to the specific activities listed for each individual project, there may be economies of scale and improved KE delivery by working more closely
across the five projects. This may be preferable in the final stages of each project, as gaining understanding of KE practice and doing science in a different country took considerable time. Some examples of potential efficiencies may involve:

a) Co-designing farm scale training activities across the 5-projects
b) Working together to identify provincial and national policymakers to whom we deliver briefing notes and delivering these outputs as a group effort, where applicable, to individual projects
c) Design and implementation of some 3-party meetings (e.g. across both projects in Puding involving scientists, officials and farmers) to help deliver CZ knowledge
d) Co-designing with the local agrotech officers or agricultural technicians from farming industries to help deliver KE to local farmers (e.g. across Puding and Yujiang)

It is also recommended that where KE activities are planned in the life of the current projects, or in year 4 of the Chinese components of your projects, that time is taken to evaluate the effectiveness of the implemented KT and KE activities. This can be measuring behavioural change in participants (before/after a training event) in a), to gauge how policymakers may use some of the science summaries produced in b) and to evaluate perceptions on the value of 3-party meetings suggested in c). These activities would be strengthened by involvement of social science colleagues for the analysis of behavioural change and would require ethics approval. These data would help provide some evidence of the impacts of your KT/KE activities on the targeted groups.
1. Rationales and aims of KE project in China-UK CZ programme

For scientific research to reduce poverty and further sustainable development of the partnering countries (a requirement of Newton funding), it is important that the improved understanding of the critical zone from each CZ research project is communicated effectively to those who manage the environment and tend the land. To do this requires an appreciation of who the different users of this research are, what their baseline understanding of their environment is, and how they prefer to receive information and learn about their landscapes. To support the scientific research of the China-UK CZ programme funding was used to deliver a KE project, which focusses on the importance of, and the successful implementation of, KE activities in China.

KE activity, which is commonplace and successful in the UK, does not necessarily translate directly to implementation in China, and there may be cultural and political barriers, e.g. difficulties in accessing user groups as they are not involved in making the decisions and/or where some common dissemination tools such as decision support tools are not in regular use. Thus, there may have to be some reshaping of the proposed pathways to impact activities to accommodate the previously unknown challenges. This will be manageable but will be most successful if these ‘hidden’ challenges are understood and used to design activity that will work most easily.

A fundamental aim of this KE project was to research and analyse current KE activity in China and provide a baseline understanding of the different users of the outcomes of this research (Aim 1). Here, the science producers are UK and Chinese scientists, and the users are mainly government officials and residents who live in and manage the Chinese landscapes. This understanding (Aim 1) can then be used to advise the CZ projects what may be effective for their KE implementation (Aim 2). Thus, this KE project provides a mechanism to facilitate better understanding and ‘broker’ knowledge-sharing between these two groups to help ensure that the outputs of the China-UK CZ programme will deliver for the needs of users in the studied CZ areas.

We undertook this research by conducting two social surveys using questionnaires and interviews. The survey was initially carried out in Puding County, Guizhou (where the karst field sites are located) from 19 – 23 November 2016, and extended by a second fieldwork campaign to include Yujiang County, Jiangxi (for the red soil field site) on 7 – 10 March 2018. This second survey was included for larger survey coverage and better KE understanding from multiple CZ sites. This was all that was possible in the time available. The detailed survey results are in Appendix, with relevant sections to each discussion point detailed in the body of the report.
2. Science-policy-practice interface

In both counties, an understanding of how groups of scientists, government officials and practitioners interact and collaborate with each other was generated from the semi-structured individual and group interviews with local government leaders. Where this sectional analysis allows it, how KE can be promoted will be identified, discussed and subsequently encouraged.

2.1 Similarities

In the process of knowledge sharing, a hierarchy between different levels of governance has been observed and this is similar between the two counties.

a) The national/province/city officials make high-level policies, initiatives and decisions for the environment and farming practice. For example, an initiative promoted by the national government and involving various academia to promote the science and technology development has been established in both Guizhou (with karst landscapes) and Jiangxi (with red soils) Provinces. The promotion of this initiative in each province had to be approved by the provincial government (normally the Science & Technology Association and Science & Technology Department). This initiative has helped, e.g. the development of rice-fishing cultivation models in Yingtan City, Jiangxi (which oversees Yuijiang County under its administration) to protect the local ecosystem1. At the higher-levels (the national/province/city), governments also provide funding for the proposed and permitted training events.

b) County leaders perform a similar role in awarding funding, although instead of making policies, they make local regulations. Town and village leaders transfer the information of county-level policies and regulations down to the next level, to communities and ultimately to farmers. Therefore, village and town leaders have more interaction with farmers and thus are well-placed to provide advice on farming activities. However, most training for farmers is proposed or initiated by county leaders and passed to and organised by town/village leaders for farmers.

c) An agrotech officer to provide advice and help to local farmers is a common governmental position existing in both counties (although whether this role operates at the town or village level varies (Figure 1). This government role may be important to help promote more efficient KE for the CZ programme.

d) Training is designed for and delivered to town/village officials, development as part of their job role to better advise on farming practice. Here scientists provide training courses to these local-level officials. In addition, scientists also train the local farmers, but this is largely organised and scheduled by county or higher levels of government.
e) Large farming industries (observed and interviewed in Puding) or farming households in both counties often receive direct support from the local government, before individual farmers did. This is to increase the training efficiency and outcomes, as there is limited training funding. However, it inevitably decreases the learning opportunities for the small farming households. This may partly explain the survey response that farmers suggested limited interaction with the local government and scientists for learning and both groups played a limited role in KE with farmers, while the local government reported to have provided training.

Instead, farmers obtain their farming and environmental knowledge from other groups including personal experience, family, friends, fellow farmers, and seed sellers. For both sets of farmers surveyed, knowledge passed by generations is one of the most significant sources for their learning, and they largely valued this family knowledge.

2.2 Differences

a) In Puding (with karst landscapes), a new KE method using social media (WeChat) is increasingly used for direct communication between researchers/experts and town and village leaders. Such a connection is often established by leaders attending training courses and enables continued advice after a training course ends. This enables the leaders to share and communicate the farming issues better with the experts and leaders from other villages/towns attending the same training courses. However, the use of social media was not mentioned in Yujiang (with red soils) during the survey. Instead, the Yujiang leaders receive support on farming and village development from a few appointed universities and institutes (including Jiangxi Academy of Agricultural Sciences, Jiangxi Agricultural University). This may indicate the Yujiang government has a strong and stable collaboration relationship with the local research community that could be strengthened further (e.g. by the support from the Academician Workstation in Yingtan). Although appointed institutes like this are also present in Puding, it was not mentioned by any level of the government during our interview which may be a sign of weak interaction. However, researcher secondment was observed in Puding county, e.g. Dr Tao Peng from P-KERS working as the deputy county mayor of Puding. This is helpful in facilitating the direct communication between the local research community and the government.

b) Agrotech officers are part of the village governance in Puding but operated at town level in Yujiang. This may suggest that in Puding farming advice from agrotech officiers for farmers is more accessible. In Yujiang, being set up at a higher level, the agrotech officers may have more direct and sufficient personal learning opportunities to be better at their job. However, due to the greater responsibility for more villages, they are less accessible for many of the farmers to interact and communicate with.
c) Due to the ongoing implementation in Puding of the national land management policy which transfers the right to use land from individual farmers to larger farming cooperatives, government-supported farming industries are emerging, which hire individual households to work for them. As a result, these industries, particularly their agricultural technicians, become new and potentially key players in knowledge sharing with local farmers, as technicians teach farmers about new farming techniques. Moreover, direct communication occurs between these farming industries and scientists. Researchers are invited to provide in-person farming guidance to the agricultural technicians periodically. This land transfer policy was not mentioned during our fieldwork in Yujiang by neither farmers and officials (which may be due to the different proceeding of the implementation), which may lead to different land management situation between the two counties.

d) In Puding, seed sellers were mentioned by the farmers as important sources of information and farming guidance, but were not mentioned in Yujiang. For example, sellers provided suggestions on how much fertiliser should be applied for a certain area of farmland. More information is required from future surveys to confirm where the sellers learn their fertiliser knowledge and how impartial/scientific their advice is. However due to the frequent interaction between seed sellers and farmers (and maybe farming industries too), it is recommended that farmer-seed seller interactions are encouraged to promote KE, and that future research projects seek to partner with seed sellers to deliver KE.

e) Compared to Puding, in Yujiang a larger percentage of farmers learn farming and soil knowledge from the government and local research communities. This may suggest better support across the science-policy-practice interface for Yujiang farmers from these two groups. Specifically, some farmers reported learning from Yigntan Station, where the Red Soil CZ project is based, when they collaborated with the scientists by helping with their fieldwork or letting out their farmland for research.

The similarities and differences between the two counties are summarised in Figure 1.
*Including Jiangxi Academy of Agricultural Sciences, Jiangxi Agricultural University, Jiangxi Academy of Sciences, Yingtan Farmland Ecosystem National Field Observation and Research Station (hereafter short for Yingtan Station)

**Only those attending training courses

**Figure 1** Science-policy-practice interface during knowledge sharing in a) Yujiang County and b) Puding County. The colour codes are: blue for government, grey for research community and yellow for the practitioners (here mainly farmers and farming industries). The solid lines suggest a direct interaction while the dashed one means a mediated in-direct interaction. The size of arrows signifies the frequency of the represented activities or interaction. The size of PRACTICE-related boxes shows the relevant importance.
3. KE preference

3.1 Learning preference among the current methods

Farmers in both counties strongly-favoured farm visits by scientists and farming experts (Figure 2), particularly in Yujiang which showed an overwhelming interest in this form of learning opportunity (96%). However, this was not used as frequently by both local governments. Farm visiting was followed by attending training courses (Puding: 30%; Yujiang: 43%). Written materials (posters, picture books and instructions) were least preferred by farmers, but Yujiang farmers had a greater interest in written materials than in Puding.

![Figure 2 Methods preferred by farmers to learn knowledge (respondents could choose more than one answer).](image)

3.2 Demonstration farm

The survey indicated that having demonstration farms was highly recommended in both counties by farmers (and leaders too). This is a method where farmers can see the trials and learn by practice. The method could be more convincing and attractive for farmers when presenting successful results than only attending training and reading written materials, given that farmers are likely to relate to the idea that ‘Practice is the sole criterion for testing truth’ (by Chair Mao).

Some of the current demonstration farms are co-supported by local government, research institutes and industries (e.g. rice-turtle paddy fields in Jiangxi Province), and some successful examples are in other provinces, in which case the government leaders and agrotech officers would visit and learn via travelling. The surveyed leaders in both counties indicated “there are limited demonstration farms” and “more are needed”. A Yujiang county leader suggested “the demonstration farms can be guided and supported by the government, tried by a few large and well-developed farming households, and promoted by the agrotech officers”. This represents an opportunity where scientists can co-design the trial farms and provide science and technical support.
However, in the Nanjing CZO meeting (April 2018), different opinions were reported from the attending scientists on the value of demonstration farms. Thus, it is important to explore more about the cause of the discrepancies between the researchers and stakeholders in terms of demonstration farms. For example, understanding how the demonstration farms are currently used by the government and research institutes and what the farmers’ perspective is on receiving the benefits from the farms may be worth exploring.

### 3.3 Farmer representatives

With the national policy of taking targeted measures of poverty alleviation[^2], more efforts have been made by these two local governments to provide science knowledge and training to help farmers. For example, in 2017 about 150 farmers received farming training from Huangtong Town in Puding County, which is an improvement compared to the number of farmers received training before the new policy was implemented. However, the training and human resources are still limited in the two counties (Appendix Question Area 3.3), sometimes leading to training events being organised for only a small number of farmers. If these learning opportunities are distributed to a few farmers, who are normally the large and developing farming households, or more experienced farmers with a better farming knowledge (hereafter referred as ‘farmer representative’ in the text), they then may help share the knowledge with other farmers in their villages. When surveyed in Puding, mixed opinions from among farmers and leaders were shown regarding this method (Appendix Question Area 4).

Some leaders and farmers felt that having a farmer representative would make it easier to organise training events in terms of arranging training location, timing and people to attend. It would also allow the farmers to have a more convenient access to these representatives as they know each other in the same village. Farmers would be able to learn successful practices by talking with others and copying.

However, concerns were also expressed by farmers and leaders. Firstly, farmers argued the equal opportunities of being chosen as the representatives who can learn the knowledge directly from the professionals – *who makes the choice?* Secondly it was difficult to ensure the accuracy when sharing knowledge between representatives and other farmers – *how correct is the passed knowledge?* Thirdly, some farmers worried whether representatives would share all new knowledge or retain some to provide a competitive edge – *is it all of it?* Concerns that farmers prioritised family and farming activity over being a farming representative were also mentioned by farmers and leaders, which may be potentially and partially resolved by an appropriate incentive method. Thus this approach may not have the uptake the leaders desired and so knowledge dissemination would be limited.

To help effectively ease some of the concerns, better support and financing of the agricultural technicians in the farming industries emerging in Puding may be a method worth promoting. These
technicians are skilled in the relevant farming techniques to ensure the knowledge is correctly shared with farmers, and it is their primary job so they can dedicate time to it. They do not have direct competition with local farmers, and if paid (e.g. by the government, or relevant research project funds), they may help train farmers locally outside their normal working hours in the farm industries.

4. Suggestions for KE delivery in Yujiang & Puding

Our KE research allows us to consider the existing pathway to impacts (PtI) of each CZ project and how effective these may be, and make suggestions of amendments then may make these more effective (Table 3). In addition to the KE recommendations for the five CZ projects now possible from this post-survey position of understanding (Table 3), we can suggest better future KE design and delivery for Yujiang and Puding. These will directly benefit three of the five CZ projects, but some recommendations can also be useful for other projects. In recent years there has been an increasing awareness of the difference between KE and KT, where KE is a mutual sharing dynamic between researchers and users while KT is one-way delivery from researchers. The UK researchers designed the CZ projects with KE approaches in mind. However we now understand the stakeholder interaction in China is different from the UK interaction and so there have to be some adjustments. Thus the approach we suggest here is to ensure KT occurs, and in doing so the relationships can be established to support KE in the future.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Originally Proposed Pathways to PtI Activities &amp; Revised Recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| SPECTRA (Puding County, Guizhou Province) | **Original Proposals**  
1. Engagement of the user community in China: e.g. forum events and field visits with the regional stakeholder community, regular meetings between the Chinese/UK scientists and the regional stakeholder community  
2. Webinars between UK and Chinese teams, and Chinese team and local land managers (adopting the Science & Technology Backyard approach)  
3. End of the project: an event with from individual farms to national policies; providing a leaflet in non-scientific language  
4. Engage with regional and national policymakers via policy briefing notes  
5. Interaction with Chinese/UK school children  
6. Develop a public project web, update in social media  
7. Engagement of the CZ network |
| **Comment & Recommendations** | i. Where the access is available, it is highly recommended to engage with the high-level government (i.e. city or province), so it is great that the SPECTRA project can actively share knowledge with regional, provincial and national policymakers. The challenge will be to find ways of getting connections at this level so that your science can be shared.  
ii. Knowledge of best management practices for fertiliser applications coupled with understanding of water sources were identified as being of high importance to the local communities. Communicating simple best management practice advice based on research findings should be encouraged. Additionally, it was strongly recommended by both officials and researchers at our meeting with Puding county level government to have ‘three-party’ meetings that involve farmers, government and scientists. This could be incorporated in the regular engagement if possible or otherwise in the event at the end of the project.  
iii. It is recommended to deploy different engagement activities according to the needs of different stakeholder groups. Field visits are favoured by most of the local farmers, whilst forum events (which may be similar to training courses) are likely to be popular with county leaders.  
iv. Written materials are welcomed by only a small number of farmers but more favoured by the government officials, thus a recommendation would be to replace the leaflet for farmers with farm visiting or training courses and/or create a leaflet pitched towards government officials rather than farmers. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Karst (Puding County, Guizhou Province)</th>
<th><strong>Original Proposal</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. A specialised knowledge exchange (KE) work-package, where UK PIs and UK PDRAs will work closely with the Chinese research team.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Created a non-academic project advisory panel drawn from stakeholder associations or external regulatory/NGO/policy bodies, and in the UK these are key groups (government departments, environment agencies).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Arranged for the Chinese research team and stakeholders of this research to visit their organisations (and vice versa) to allow the Chinese to interact in discussions of best practice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Disseminate the research results to academic beneficiaries through the traditional pathways for scientific reporting, e.g. high impact journals, conferences and engage with the other CZ projects and the wider CZ network.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. For the UK science base, develop stronger international relationships with China by encouraging China to participate in other activities, and hosting Chinese students and PDRAs in the UK.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6. Co-production of specific decision support tools and guidance to support implementation of the research findings by practitioners in China.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7. Improve capacity building, partnerships, direct training and engagement of the scientific community and targeted end users.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8. High level academic publications and academic-focussed scientific workshops focusing on CZ science and/or work-package specific topics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9. Exciting social and standard media practices.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Comment & Recommendations**

i. It is helpful that a specific KE package has been built in this project, which can largely facilitate the science communication between the Chinese and UK teams as well as between the academic and non-academic communities. This is also recommended for the other phases of the project and also for the other CZ projects.

ii. The non-academic advisory panel will be largely encouraged to participate in the research process and should be engaged routinely to keep them connected. This can be done by inviting them to project meetings, asking for feedback to the disseminated KE reports and providing them with updates on research progress by social media (WeChat for example). A meeting involving researchers, government and farmers was suggested by the local officials and can be arranged in the second phase of the KE package.

iii. Our survey results showed that decision support tools (DSTs) were not a common method for sharing scientific information on this topic in China, nor commonly used by Chinese scientists or local to country level government officials. Thus, there is a need to introduce and demonstrate what the potential value of DSTs will be alongside providing some KE involving approaches they are more familiar with (e.g. training sessions). Any development of DSTs would be best done in close collaboration with targeted government
departments and require testing before any application. Whilst experience in the development of DSTs grows, training courses were identified as a good KE method to deliver science knowledge to the leaders, particularly at village leader level where a lack of training was observed.

iv. Farmer representatives and farm visits can be considered to help improve direct training and engagement with the targeted users (e.g. the farmers), as a clear need of direct communication with scientists/experts was raised during our survey, and these two methods can help increase the training efficiency. Additionally, ‘three-party’ meetings that involve farmers, government and scientists can be carried out as an alternative approach for direct science communication.

v. Training of Chinese scientists and students in what KE is and how to conduct qualitative surveys to evaluate knowledge levels and training needs was highly successful. This is recommended to continue for the next phase research, as it helps promote the importance of KE and the connection with local communities (including officials and farmers) via the Chinese researchers and students can largely help build trust between the research team and local communities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Red Soil (Yujiang County, Jiangxi Province)</th>
<th>Original Proposals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i. A workshop in year 4 that includes national and regional government representatives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii. Input from a Stakeholder Group consisting of officials throughout the project, and as a network to deliver science: meet at the beginning of the project</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iii. Engage with Station and provincial research institutes (agricultural advisors), who then disseminate the results to inform farmers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iv. Directed knowledge exchange activities through workshops and farm visits are not planned, as most farms on red soils are small in size so would be time consuming and have less impact than similar types of activities that are common in UK projects.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v. Seek help from United Nations Development Programme.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vi. Young researcher involvement (lab bench studies to modelling outputs); PDRA present results in public outreach activities (e.g. Cafe Scientifique); organise scientific sessions/workshops</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vii. Approach UK/China media for coverage (including institutional webs, social media, Red Soil web)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comment &amp; Recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i. In the year-4 workshop, it would be helpful to also involve a few farmers and farming industry representatives - strongly recommended by both officials and researchers in our meeting with Puding government. This can provide a good opportunity to share knowledge and understanding between scientists, government and farming practitioners.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| ii. During our survey in Yujiang, we found some villagers/farmers are more educated and experienced in water and soil management (likely due to their collaboration with the research station). These people are great examples of farmer representatives, and would be
very helpful in disseminating the results to inform farmers with research institutes. Incentives will be needed to get them involved (e.g. payment).

iii. While workshops and farm visits can take time, in the Yujiang survey 96% of the surveyed farmers strongly-favoured farm visits and in-person communication. Thus, we would still suggest providing some farm visits as a training method for Yujiang farmers. This can be arranged with the collaboration with the agricultural advisors (mentioned in the initial proposal) building on their relevant experience in disseminating knowledge to farmers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Peri-Urban (Ningbo City, Zhejiang Province)</th>
<th>Original Proposals:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. Engagement by all impact partners in the project implementation planning via site visiting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Joint design and delivery of plot studies (as a demonstrator) with farming practitioners; annual visit day for farm practitioners (20/year)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. A KE workshop with environmental agency staff and industry leaders: fact sheets, oral presentation, video presentations, working sessions for scientists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. NERC Impact Accelerator support for the UK workshop, and 15 industry participants in the UK workshop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. Membership of 10 companies and agencies in the industry club; a 5-year development plan for the industry club in partnership with the CZO; 3 industry club members contributing time to deliver content in the final year project summer school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6. Final conference with 30% participation from non-academic leaders in the impact sessions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comment &amp; Recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i. The engagement of impact partners in the project planning should be effective because it could help shape the research design from the early stage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii. The plot studies with farming practitioners should be encouraged, as this is the training method suggested by many officials and farmers in our survey (although this question was only asked at karst field sites). Where possible, it would be also effective to hire a few experienced and educated farmers as farmer representatives, and this may help increase the learning efficiency over and above that from the annual visit day proposed in the original plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iii. The long-term development plan with the industry club should be effective, as this will help gain the trust and maintain the relationship between scientists and stakeholders.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iv. The majority of the KE activities are arranged at the beginning and end of the project. As the project is nearing completion, focussing on the project end KE activities and encouraging sustainability of the training, via training of local people who can re-run events in future would be a good approach. In future projects, it would be also beneficial to engage with the relevant stakeholders</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
during the project lifetime to keep them informed and interested. This can be combined with the KE workshop with the environmental agency and industry club by making this as a routine event (e.g. biannual or annual).

v. In addition to the environmental agency, engagement with the high-level officials who have more influence in policy decision making could be beneficial.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Loess Plateau (Yangling, Changwu, Fuxian, An'sai and Shenmu County, Shaanxi Province)</th>
<th>Original Proposals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Provide guidance on practices and managements for sustainable ecosystem services in the fragile region, which will secure food production and save water resources in the arid Loess Plateau.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Farmers in the area will receive guidance, enabling them to make informed decisions to adopt optimal agricultural and water management practises, thus increasing income by maintaining or increasing agricultural production.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. The local farmers and the general public may have more motivation for environmentally-friendly natural resource use activities, which is consistent with the national strategy for developing ecological civilization in China.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Provide useful information for the local and central governments to scientifically implement the GfG programme through understanding the rational soil water carrying capacity for vegetation, and to achieve the harmonious development between society and environment.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Policy recommendations on soil and water conservation, vegetation restoration, poverty alleviation, and payment for ESs will be submitted to the central and local governments. These policy recommendations can potentially facilitate the improvement of decision making effectiveness on the ES related issues.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Comment & Recommendation**

i. It is good that in this PtI the local farmers, general public and governments are identified as the communities potentially benefitting from the research. This PtI seems to be more about the general ideas of who and what to share with from the research at this stage. We would suggest the project consider our findings about KE approaches when designing the appropriate KE delivery, particularly for the farmers.

ii. Our research showed that while people are more aware of the importance of natural resources in their own right, the surveyed farmers in the karst and red soil field sites would still be more motivated when the suggested farming practices can help increase the production and thus their income. This would be likely be the same in the Loess Plateau where local people and government are working hard to alleviate poverty. This could be a starting point to get the farmers and public engaged in the future KE delivery, perhaps more effectively than only promoting the importance of environment protection.

iii. Where possible it is recommended to engage more with the higher-level government.
Early engagement with the local communities, particularly farmers, farming industries and government, is highly recommended. The early communication of research purpose could help garner potential support, such as government funding. In both Yujiang and Puding, specific funds for promoting farming techniques in villages are available in several county departments and there was positive feedback during the county leader interviews to encourage the scientists to get in touch and apply for such funds. Although the UK funding for CZ projects is approaching its end, the local funds could still be an important resource to help deliver KE in the latter research stage (there will be on-going engagement with the Chinese co-Is in their year 4 of funding), which is when most understanding is consolidated. Thus this pathway may not be too late. For example, the PIIs in many projects proposed to interact with farmers for sharing their research results. The engagement with those county departments may not only provide additional funds for organising such KE events, but more importantly, could help establish a new connection with the local government that can be developed into a long-term relationship and increase the research impacts.

Furthermore, for the purpose of informing decision-making, we would encourage all researchers to interact with the higher-level local government. While the regional and national government may be difficult to reach as establishing the route into governmental networks requires the right connections and takes time, the county level could be a good start. The county officials in both Yujiang and Puding appeared receptive during interview for supporting environmental research, and especially in Puding a relationship between the CZ researchers and the county government has been successfully established via one scientist of the Chinese research team being on secondment to county government, and via project meeting and KE activities. The communication and collaboration with the higher-level government also benefits the smooth KE delivery in villages and towns considering the hierarchical governance structure.

In terms of the recommended KT/KE methods, training through farm visits is of great interest to the farmers in both counties. Demonstration farms were favoured by both the farmers and leaders as more tangible example for introducing new farming practices. In Puding, while more training has been provided in recent years, there is still high demand from the farmers and leaders to learn new farming knowledge. Thus, it may be helpful to increase the training efficiency by having farmer representatives. To avoid the concerns raised by the village leaders and farmers about ensuring knowledge channelled this way is distributed evenly and fairly, maybe appointing more agrotech officers in the villages or the agricultural technicians in the farming industries can be financed to perform the role of representative (e.g. perhaps via the county research fund). In Yujiang, the survey did not involve questions about farmer representatives (due to the reasons stated earlier). However, the farmers/villagers working with Yingtan Station are more educated and know more about the research in Yujiang than other farmers, and thus can be good candidates for such a role if also favoured in this area.
In addition, all PtIs suggested increasing research impact via social media. This seems like a good idea as some of these approaches to communication already exist in China. Here we would suggest incorporating the Chinese social media, WeChat, in this process as it is commonly used in China. WeChat was used by some of those interviewed; this included county to village level leaders for KE, e.g. continuous learning from trainers and with other leaders in WeChat group after attending training courses. However, it should be noted that despite the large use of this mobile application, it may have limited reach among villagers and farmers in Puding and Yujiang, most of whom are > 40 years old and received limited education. Therefore, WeChat may be a KE method more applicable for residents in town to city levels and in peri-urban to urban areas.

Finally, workshops and project meetings are helpful in communicating and disseminating the research results from the CZ. During the surveys in both counties, farmers commented often that they would like to know more about the research being undertaken on their lands, and they reported that this information was currently lacking for them. Moreover, the city and county leaders in the karst sites strongly support the idea of having project meeting with researchers, government and local farmers. This could be an exciting science-policy-practice interface facilitating the communication of CZ knowledge. Many projects suggested to have workshops only at the end of project; however, organising such events more routinely, e.g. annually, would seem to be more effective in maintaining a stable relationship with the relevant stakeholders, keeping them engaged and ensuring the research outputs are disseminated as widely as possible.

5. Summary

This report provides understanding about the science communication dynamics in two Chinese counties hosting three of our five CZ research projects. The results have focused on the farming issues that our CZ science results can help with, the science-policy-practice interface during KE process, and the opinions of the local farmers and government leaders on various KE approaches. From this understanding, we have been able to provide some suggestions for how to delivery KE more efficiently in China rural areas across our five CZ projects and for each of the individuals. However, important is that this understanding and knowledge of how to ensure research outputs can be of value to the stakeholders can be incorporated into subsequent activity, for example if there is a phase 2 of this research. Phase 2 would be a joint activity, but independent of this funding there is valuable information in this report to help the Chinese team design KE activities suitable for their research areas, as scientific understanding is condensed in year 4. This will support best the CZ research but also establish communication channels that would allow more stakeholder input at the beginning and throughout future projects whose function is to improve the quality of life for stakeholders.
Appendix

This appendix summarizes the survey results, structured to identify the purpose of the survey questions.

**Question Area 1: Demographics and understanding about environment**

The local landscapes in Yujiang and Puding were maintained mainly by the farmers older than 40 years old (Figure 3). Most of them had limited education: in Yujiang, 47% of the surveyed farmers were only educated to primary school level and 36% to middle school level (Figure 4, no data available for Puding due to the primary design of questions). It is important to recognise level of education when designing KE approaches to be more accessible.

![Figure 3](image3.png) **Figure 3** The age distribution in Yujiang and Puding counties.

![Figure 4](image4.png) **Figure 4** The education level of the surveyed farmers in Yujiang county (n = 114).

![Figure 5](image5.png) **Figure 5** Do the farmers think any of the farm activities (e.g. tilling, fertiliser or chemical use) they do on their land affect other farm land nearby?

![Figure 6](image6.png) **Figure 6** How often have the farmers of Yujiang or Puding heard about the term ‘red soil’ or ‘karst’?
More than half of the farmers in each county (86% in Yujiang, 58% in Puding) considered there was no impact of their farming activities (e.g. tilling, fertiliser use) to other farm land nearby (Figure 5). This may indicate that the farmers from both counties had little knowledge about environment and how their farming practice might have negative impacts on the environment.

In addition, farmers were asked how often they have heard about the term ‘red soil’ (for farmers in Yujiang) or ‘karst’ (farmers in Puding), and most of them reported little or no knowledge of these terms (Figure 6). However, during the interview, the researchers found these farmers formed their own knowledge about the soils from daily experience, e.g. the Yujiang farmers had dialects to describe the red-brown soil, and Puding farmers realised their soil was poor in nutrients and difficult to grow plants. These findings suggest the farmers may generate their environmental understanding largely from their farming practice and experience (which is supported by the survey results shown in Figure 11), but not systematically from education. As a result, the provision of training is needed for both places and appropriate KT methods can be developed, and where possible combining this with the farmers’ practice experience they have generated to develop two-way KE.

Question Area 2: Biggest challenges by farmers & how to be more productive

Farmers from the two counties were asked about the biggest challenges in their farming activities. Water resource (including water quantity and quality) was reported as one of the major challenges in both locations (Figure 7). In Puding, the lack of labour was the greatest concern to nearly half of the farmers, while it was much less of an issue in Yujiang (only raised by 12% of farmers). Other issues including technology and fertilisers were also identified as challenges to some of the farmers (only 9 – 16%) in both counties.

In addition to the biggest challenges (water quantity and quality), farmers also reported the most expensive part of their farming activity. In both counties, fertiliser cost was the greatest expense (suggested by 88% of 114 Yujiang and 78% of 308 Puding farmers), followed by tools (8 – 12%) and water for irrigation (1 – 8%), respectively (Figure 8). In the town and village leader surveys, earning an income was suggested to be the greatest pressure for farmers in Puding, and soil-related issues in Yujiang (Table 1). Excessive use of fertiliser can lead to environmental pollution and if this could be communicated and the correct use assessed then our CZ research could largely help reduce financial pressure on the local farmers and offer greater environmental protection.

In terms of the types of support and interventions that could help improve the productivity and/or income generating capacity of their farms, slightly different responses were found between the two counties. In Yujiang, more financial support was selected by > 80% farmers, followed by more land
(76%) and training (67%). Only < 40% of the farmers chose more labour to help them. However, in Puding, these four options were more evenly selected by the local farmers (ranging from 33 – 42%).

**Figure 7** What is the biggest challenge the farmers face in farming their land? (choose one only)

**Figure 8** What is the most expensive part of farming activities of the local farmers? (choose one only)

**Figure 9** What would help your farm be more productive/generate more income for your family? (circle all that apply)
Question Area 3: Current knowledge exchange practice

1. Self-learning process within practice communities

Farmers from both regions greatly relied on their families to learn farming knowledge – 74% of Yujiang farmers reported learning from families and more so in Puding, with 98% of farmers learning from family (Figure 10). Almost no farmers described learning farming methods from university or college (1% in Yujiang and none in Puding). Differences were observed between the locations about where the farmers learned from. Learning from friends and fellow farmers was valued more by the farmers in Yujiang (68%) than Puding (31%). In addition, a larger percentage of farmers in Yujiang learned farming from local government (23%, although still small) than those in Puding (10%).

![Figure 10](image)

**Figure 10** Where did farmers currently learn about farming methods? (respondents could choose more than one answer)

We asked about soil erosion as an example to understand where the farmers learned about environmental knowledge. First, around half of the farmers indicated they never learned about soil

![Figure 11](image)

**Figure 11** Where did the farmers in Puding (left) and Yujiang (right) learn about soil erosion?
erosion (Figure 11). Second, family again played an important role in their environmental learning: it was the second largest knowledge source in Puding and the largest in Yujiang. Third, while learning still occurred locally, farmers took advice from wider sources, including farming industries, seed sellers, books and TV. The interview provided more insight about these sources. For example, the Puding farmers learned from the seed sellers about the use of fertiliser, to avoid unnecessary overuse and to protect soil quality. Technicians from the emerging farming industries also provided advice about farming practice to the local farmers, who were employed by the industry. In addition, while scientists were absent from the learning practice in Puding, 3% of the surveyed Yujiang farmers reported learning about soil erosion from the scientists working in Yingtan Station. This happened via their collaboration, e.g. renting the farmlands as field sites and hiring the farmers to help with fieldwork.

2. The farmer’s perspectives on the value of learning from different groups

Both county groups of farmers showed strong recognition and trust of the farming knowledge passed by generations, which was a long-standing traditional learning method (Figure 12). Most of the farmers in both counties suggested that family knowledge was ‘mostly helpful’ to them (Figure 12a), with only a small percentage of the groups indicating that such knowledge was ‘often’, ‘sometimes’ or ‘occasionally’ helpful.
Figure 12 Do you think the farming knowledge from the (a) family and (b) government is helpful? Note that the responses in (a) were from 75% of 114 Yujiang farmers, and 100% of 40 Puding farmers, and in (b) were only 25% from Yujiang and 70% from Puding.

When asked about the farming knowledge from the local government, 75% and 30% of the farmers in Yujiang and Puding respectively did not provide responses, and this may be due to farmers not having such a learning experience, or they simply preferred not to comment. However, among those who learned farming from the government sources, more than half of them suggested farming knowledge from their government was ‘mostly helpful’, followed by being ‘sometimes helpful’ (11% and 25% in Yujiang and Puding respectively).

The following is an example of the farmer’s perspective of farming knowledge from their family and government in Puding. In addition to their great trust on traditional family knowledge, it also shows that farmers thought positively about the knowledge taught by the government, regardless of whether they had the access to this learning process.

**Interviewer**: Who did you learn farming from?

**Farmer1**: Elders would teach children when they started to learn farming from a young age. It is a tradition that elders teach the children and guide them strictly if they cannot perform farming practice well.

**Interviewer**: Did your children learn farming from you in a same way?

**Farmer1**: Yes, they did.

**Interviewer**: Do you think farming knowledge from your family and friends is helpful?

**Farmer1**: Definitely!

**Interviewer**: Do you think the farming knowledge from the local government is helpful?

**Farmer2**: Yes, it is helpful. It is, of course, because the knowledge is useful that the government would like to promote it.

3. Existing training for productive farming

There were still many farmers in both counties who did not receive financial support or training from the local government, although the percentage of such farmers was smaller in Yujiang (46%) than Puding (71%) (Figure 13). In total, 47% of the surveyed Yujiang farmers reported receiving financial support from the government and only 24% in Puding. However, farmers in both counties reported that they received little training: only 10% in Yujiang and 13% in Puding.
Figure 13 Have you ever received training or financial support from the government before? If yes, what kind of support have you been given? (circle all that apply)

While the village leaders have the most direct interact with their villagers, and farmers would turn to them for help when coming across farming problems, village leaders were concerned as they themselves did not have enough knowledge and technique support for their farmers, and it was difficult to get the support from a higher-level government too.

Village leader1: I think it’s needed (to have a direct and routine communication with the scientists). As far as I know, it is really difficult for those farming households in our village to find someone for guidance when they have problems with their farms, for example when the crops and vegetables have a disease. As the village leaders, we will go and ask the relevant departments in the town. But sometimes you can get the help but sometimes not. Therefore, it’s nearly absent regarding to the technical support.

In the interview with one of the town leaders in Puding, they suggested that more farming training had been provided to the farmers and leaders in the past two years. However, one of the problems faced was that there was largely more demand for training from the farmers and village leaders than could be offered by the town government currently. Furthermore, only a certain number of training spaces were distributed to the town level and even fewer in each of the villages.

Town leader1: ..... Both farmers and village leaders have been arranged to attend the training. But I have to say the available spaces provided are not enough. For example, in our office, only three spaces are available for us to have training for leek sprout growing while there are six villages (in our authority) conducting this farming. This increases extra workload to provide guidance for all the villages.

....... The county should also provide more training opportunities for each village......We have eleven villages in our town but (for example) they (the county) only offer seven spaces for training......

Question Area 4: Learning/sharing preference

Farm visits are the most favoured learning method by the farmers in both counties (Figure 2). However due to the limited training resources (e.g. time and costs), it is difficult to arrange frequent farm visits by the experts/scientists for direct communication about farming. In order to increase the training efficiency for the farmers, we wondered if having farmer representatives might be an alternative and
easier way to deliver KE. In the March follow-up interviews, we asked both farmers and leaders in Puding county where mixed responses were received regarding this KE method (Figure 14). Many of them recognised it was more practical and convenient to deliver knowledge by having farmer representatives, as the training resources (e.g. funding and trainers) may only be available for a small number of farmers. Additionally, it would provide an easier access for the farmers to approach and seek for help when there was a local experienced farmer in their own village. However, some concerns about this approach were raised during the interviews (described in section 3.3).

The following are examples to show the various perspectives of farmers and leaders on having farmer representatives for knowledge learning and exchanging.

- **The perspectives of the farmers in Puding**

  **Interviewer:** Do you prefer having training courses together with all the other farmers, or that we train the village leaders (as farmer representatives) first who then can teach you all?

  **Farmer1:** [Train] the group leaders [as farmer representatives] first... In our village, there are a few people quite proactive in this [training participation]. They are good at managing [for training preparation] and pay attention to it. It is good to select and train a few people first... It is more effective to train those who are more experienced in farming.

  **Farmer2:** It is better to train the farmers all together. Some people are not willing to share with you about what they learn [if only train the farmer representatives] ... Those who are selected for training may not talk about it if they become arrogant... They may share with those who are close to them...So it’s better to provide the training to all the farmers like a group meeting and inform the training event via the public speaker in the village.

- **The perspectives of the leaders in Puding**

  **Interviewer:** Is there any agrotech officer in your village?

  **Village leader1:** We very much need this kind of people in the village, but there is none......As far as I know there are agrotech officers in the town, but they do not provide guidance in the villages...... because they have much workload [as many villages in one town].

  **Interviewer:** About training, do you think it should be organised for all the farmers together, or provided for a few in particular who then can help disseminate the knowledge [to other farmers]?
Village leader 1: Train a few farmers first... One can teach ten more. It’s not practical to call in all the farmers thinking of the training venues and costs. But if to train a few first, they can help disseminate [the knowledge] and encourage other farmers [to learn]. This is better.

Village leader 2: Training for all the farmers together. It [the knowledge] will be clearer from you [the professionals] directly. If just train one or two farmers, they cannot explain it well...as they (the trained farmers) are not well educated enough [to fully understand the knowledge before disseminating].

Town leader 1: We do have these [farmer representatives]. Take the leek sprout planting for instance, it is impossible to provide training to a wide range. That will be too much people. In the early March, we sent two farmers to attend this training. They have become as two technicians and can teach the leek farmers in the villages about planting and farm management... [These two people were selected] as they grew the leek sprouts before and have some experience. It will be difficult with no such experience at all...... [The payment for the technicians] was arranged by the county government.

I think the training organised by the county... should focus on the key farmers (referring to e.g. targeted farmers for poverty alleviation) and the leading farmers (similar to our farmer representatives) ... As the town leaders, we cannot always be there every time when the problem occurs. Thus if there are such leading farmers in the villages, they can follow on [and help] with the farming issues.
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